shows t,he polarization ratio of the t.est antenna REFERENCES computed wit,h the four different sets of data. As seen, [I] V. H. Rumsey, G. A. Degchamps, hl. L. Kales, and J. I. Bohnert, the ampfit,ude of t,he pola,rixation ratio is -39. 
assumption t-hat the measurement probe did not disturb the field a.nd that it measured the field at a point. The far-field calcula.t,ions were usually ba.sed on scalar diffraction theory.
There have been two recent methods proposed which are ba,sed on three-dimensional modal expansions of the a.ntenna fields and which remove the ideal probe assumption. A technique based on t,he plane wave spectrum expansion ha.s been proposed by Kerns [l] to predict the far-field pattern from near-field data measured over the surface of a plane located in front of the antenna. A met,hod was described to compensate for the effects of t,he measurement probe using t.he measured far field of the probe when it, is used a.s a transmitter. This work has been verified experimentally by Baird et al. [a] . Jensen [SI has described a method based on spherical wave expansions for obtaining the far field from nearfield dat,a measured over t,he surface of a sphere enclosing t,he antenna.. However, the author implied that. the method does not. seem to be suitable for pract,ical purposes unless an ideal probe is used. h'o experimental results were presented.
The met,hod proposed in the present paper is based on the t.hree-dimensional vector cylindrical wave expansion of an elect,romagnet.ic field. The approach is similar to that originally used by Brown and Jull [4] in t,hat it is based on a.n application of the Lorent,z reciprocity integral. It is shorn that the complete vect.or far-field pattern of an arbitxary antenna can be obtained from near-field data measured over the surface of a cylinder enclosing the antenna. It is shown rigorously that the effects of the measurement probe can be compensated for if the complex amplitude weighting functions in the cylindrical wave expansion of t.he field radiated by the probe, when used as a transmitt,ed, are known. It is shown t,hat t,hese meight.ing funct.ions ca.n be obtained from the measured amplitude and phase of t.he far field radiated by t,he probe.
CYLINDRICAL WAVE EXPANSION
In a linear, isotropic region containing no sources, it can be shown that the electric and magnetic field intensities can be expressed as functions of t.he cylindrical coordinates (r,+,z) shorn in Fig. 1 In the present case, a solution for E is desired which is valid in the region external to the smallest cylinder containing all sources defined by r 2 ra. In order for E to satisfy the radiat.ion condition at infinity, t,he large argument asymptot.ic expansion of the cylindrical Bessel function must represent surfaces of const.ant, phase which propa.gate in the positive radial direction. For time variat.ions of t,he form exp ( j o t ) , the only one of t.hese functions which satisfies this condition is t.he Hankel function of the second kind El,(*) (ds). The hrge argument
(5)
In general, the evaluation of (4) or ( 
where (R,8,4) are the spherical coordinates of the far-field point and t = ( p /~) l '~. is measured mit.h respect to 0'. Let, the field scattered by the test. antenna when generator B is activated be denot,ed by E,, ( r ) and H,, ( T ) and the field scattered by the probe when generator A is act,ivated by E b s (r') and Hb,(r'). I n the following analysis, it will be a.ssumed that t,here arc no multiply scattered fields between the test antenna and the probe so that the total scattered field is given by these terms.
It is desired to solve for the signal induced across t,he terminals of generat.or B when only generator A is activated. If generator B is t,hen replaced by a linear detect.or having an input impedance equa.1 to the output impedance of generator B, it nill be shown that the far field of the test antenna can be calculated from t.he detector output volt.age if its amplitude and phase a.re known as functions of 1#4, and zo over the cylinder of radius ro. It, will be assumed that the amplitude weighting functions in the cylindrical wave expansion of the field radiated by hhe probe when generator B is activated a.re known. M7ithout loss of generality, it will be assumed t,hat b0t.h genera.t,ors A and B are ma.tched to their respective waveguide feeders. Ot,herwise the t.heory holds with only slight modifications.
In Fig. 2 
where all multiply scatt,ered t,erms have been neglected. Let the four integrals in (9) be denoted by I,, Iz, 13, and 1 4 , respectively. The integral for I I can be evaluated by assuming that the waveguide feeder for the probe will support only the dominant, TElo mode. (This is not a rest.rictive assumption, for the same result will be obt,a.ined for any other mode or combination of modes. Only the final constant of proportiona.lity will differ.) The result is
where a is the widt.h of t,he waveguide feeder, b is it.s height, and Z , is tjhe wave impeda.nce.
The factor C ( T~, & , Z~) represent.s t,he amplitude of the elect.ric field induced in the probe waveguide when only genera.tor A is activat,ed. It is a function of the position of the probe antenna with respect. t o the test ant,enna. The integral has been normalized by t,he amplitude of the electric field in the waveguide when generat.or B alone is activa,ted. If generat.or B is repla.ced by a matched linear detector when only generat,or A is activated, the detector output voltage will be proport,ional to C ( T~, & , X~) . Thus the expression for I4 can be written is the detector output volt.age.
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where 6nz is the Kronecker de1t.a and S(q + h ) is the Dirac delta function. This expression can be simplified with the aid of t.he identity
which is independent of TI. When t.his expression is summed over all na and n and integrated in q and h, the result is
(22 1
Since multiple scattering is neglected, E,, Ha, E,, and Ha, satisfy the homogeneous wave equateion outside of 2,. Thus by the Lorentz reciprocity theorem it follows t,hat 1 2 is identicdy zero. Similarly, IT3 is also zero. Thus it follows that (9) reduces to 
It is assumed t,hat the probe responds predominantly to one polarization component so t*hat, a solut.ion for a,, ( h ) and b, (h.) exist.s, i.e., 4 , ( h ) must not. be zero. Equations (25) through (29) form the basis of the method for t.he determination of the far field of an arbitrary antenna from measurements made wit.h a probe on a cylinder containing t.he antenna. By using t.hese equations t.0 determine the cylindrical wave amplit.ude weighting functions a n ( h ) and b n ( h ) , t.he far field of t,he antenna can be determined from (6) and (7). Since the far field is det.ermined from only those values of a, @) and bn ( h ) for which -k 5 h 5 X-, it follows that the cylindrical wave amplitude weighting functions of the probe need be known only for arguments inside this int erva.1.
Iv. NUMERICAL COSSIDERATIONS

A . Method of Evalmting Far Field f r o m Xeasu.red Data
It has been shown t.hat, over the surface of a sphere of radius R, the far-field electric ficld intensity radiated by an antenna can be written in the form and -M / 2 5 ~n 5 M / 2 -1. Since the far-field expressions for Eo (e,+) and E+ (e,+) are evaluated at h = k cos 6, the values of e corresponding to h = mAh are given by Inasmuch as it is impossible to measure t,he near field over a complete cylinder enclosing an antenna, the present method for determining t.he far field of the test antenna is most suit,able when applied to ant,ennas which radiate predominantly in the annula.r region about 0 = ~/ 2 defined by e, < 0 5 IT -&. In order for all 0, defined earlier to lie in t.his int,erval, it follows that Az must satisfy hz = X/2 cos 8,. However, for Oc # 0 this condition This problem can be overcome by "low-pass filtering'' the near-field data in z and then resampling at t.he rate em = COS-^ (~x / M L~z ) .
. violates the z-sample spacing criterion of hz 5 X/2.
given in the preceding. This can be accomplished easily with t,he FFT. First, the near-field data arrays a.re tra.nsformed in z so that on out,put the wavenumber spacing is Ah = 2*/MAz. Second After the evaluation of I n ( m u ) and I,' (mAh), the cylindrical wave amplitude weighting functions a, (mAh) and bn(mAh) can be solved for using (25) and (26). (The evaluation of the coe%cients in these equations which are determined by the probe will be discussed under the following heading.) The calculation of t.he far-field electric field intensity radiated by the test antenna can be achieved then by performing the summations indicated in The preceding operations are summarized in the flow diagram of Fig. 3 . In t,he digital computer implement.ation of t,hese computations, the maj0rit.y of t.he calculations can be performed "in-place" so that, the input. near-field data arrays are finally replaced by the output far-field values. This leads to a more efficient use of computer space.
Probe Coe&ients
To evaluat,e (25) and (26) for t,he amplitude weighting funct.ions in the cylindrical wave expansion of t.he far field radiat.ed by the test ant.enna, it is necessary to know t.he amplitude weighting functions in the expansion of the field ra.diat,ed by t,he probe. Since it is necesmry to known these funct>ions only for t.he wavenumbers h such that [ h I _< k , it is possible to obtain them from a knowledge of t,he far field radiated by the probe when it is connected to a signal source. Two near-field probes were used in t.he experiment,al phase of t.he research, one an open-end WR-90 waveguide and the other a WR-90 waveguide termina.t.ing in a pyramidal horn with a 5.7" E-plane half-angle flare and a 15.7" H-plane half-angle flare. The aperture dimensions of the two probes were 1 in X 0.5 in and 1.88 in X 0.81 in, respectively. The txo probes had been calibrated at 9.68 GHz for use FFith t.he near-field range at, Georgia Institute of Technology [SI. The calibration dat-a consisted of t.he measured amplitude and phase of the far-field components Ee (B,4) and E+ (e&) of the probes over a sector of a sphere defined by 30" 5 e 5 150" and -60" 5 4 5 60". The step sizes in the far-field data were A0 = 5" and A4 = 1".
Since it is necessary to resolve the measured probe data into Fourier series in t,he azimuth angle 4, some upper limit, on the maximum angular harmonic for each probe must be established. This ca.n be done by using the crit.erion esta.blished by Harrington [lo] that the maximum significant angular harmonic is h T = ka, where a is the radius of the smallest sphere completely enclosing t,he aperture of the probe. At 9.68 GHz, it follows that t,he smallest integer greater t-han ka for each probe is N = 3 for the open-end waveguide and N = 6 for the small horn.
Let, the probe ant,enna be oriented as shown in Fig. 4 . Aside from the factor -2k exp (-jkR)/R, the far-field electric field int.ensity radiat.ed by the probe can be expressed by (30) and (31) Since the far-field components radiated by t.he probe a.r0 in the form of a Fourier series in 4, the ampkude meight,ing functions for a particular value of 0 ca.n be obtained by numerically evaluating the Fourier inversion integral from the measured fields. However, an a1ternat.s procedure was used in this research since the far field of the probe was known only for -60" 5 4 5 60". The approach taken was to perform a least squares curve fit of t,he far-field expressions t.0 the measured probe data.
For example, it can be shown that the expression for were obt>ained by solving this system of equations with $he Gauss-Jordan met,hod for solving simultaneous equat,ions. The integral on t,he right. of (34) was evaluated from t.he measured data by using the trapezoidal rule for numerical integration with a step size of 1" and In the case of the rotat.ed probe, the far-field Es'@,4>
and E+' (O,4) were obtained from the measured Eo (e,$) and E+ (e,$) using numerical interpolation and the necessary coordinate t.ransformations.
v. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Test Antenna
The experimental work was implemented t.0 verify the theory and to demonstrate the practicality of calculating the far-field pattern of an antenna from near-field measurements on a cylinder. The test antenna was a ten-element resonant array of longitudinal shunt slots cut into the broad wall of a sect>ion of N7R90 waveguide. The slots were designed so that the ant.enna radiated a Chebyschev pattern with sidelobe levels of -20 dB. The load end of the waveguide a.rray was terminat,ed in an adjustable short which was set for minimum input, VSWR at the measurement frequency of 9.68 GHz.
B. Near-Field .Measurements
The near-field measurement system consisted of a rotating platform on which t.he test, ant.enna was mounted and a probe positioning mechanism ca.pa.ble of positioning the probe to any point on a 100-in vert,ica,l line parallel to the axis of rotation of the plat.form. The probe mechanism was aligned so that t.he longitudinal axis of the probe intersected t.he axis of rot.ation of the pla.t,form one foot from the mouth of t,he probe. The rotatling platform and the probe mechanism were servo-controlled and could be positioned remot,ely.
The near-field dat.a u (ro,C#Q7z0) and v'(r~,C#Q,z~) mere measured separat,ely over t*he cylinder by rot,ating t,he antenna platform and moving the probe vertically. To minimize amplitude and phase errors in the signal pat,h due to the mot.ion of the antenna platform and t.he probe mechanism, rot,ary signal joints were incorporated at all axes of rotation. The near-field amplitude and phase da.ta were recorded on a.n FM tape deck and subsequently transferred to a digita.1 computer via an analog-t,o-digital converter. To minimize reflections and stray radiation, the nearest reflect.ing surfaces in t.he vicinity of t,he near-field range and the klystron signal source and its associated hardware were covered with a limited supply of absorbing rnat,erial.
It is estimated that t,he repeatability of the measurements was hO.5 dB in amplitude and ~3 ' in phase. The dynamic range of the measurement system was 40 dB.
The measured near-field amplitude a.nd phase patterns of the test antenna a.re shorn in Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig. 5 , 
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t,he a.ntenna, was centered vertically in the measurement cylinder. The near field in t,his case was sampled at intervals on the cylinder of A+ = 11.25" and AZ = X/3.
The height of the cylinder was 52.1 in or 128 one-third wavelengths at 9.68 GHz. In Fig. 6 , the antenna was centered horizontally in the measurement cylinder. The near-field elevation pattern was so broad in this case that the field was measured only on a circle around t-he ant.enna. The near field in t.his case was sampled 1024 times in t.he azimuth angle 9.
C. Cakulated Far-Field Patterns
The calculation of the far-field patterns wa.s performed on a Univac 1108 digital computer. The input data consisted of the measured nea.r-field components of the t.est antenna and t>he cylindrical wave amplitude weight.ing functions for the probe. The computat.iona1 process ha.s been described in Sect.ion IV.
The three-dimensional far-field a.mplitude patkern of Ed which was calculat.ed from the measurement, with the ant,enna mounted vertically in t.he cylinder is displayed in Fig. 7 . The base coordinat,es in this figure are the azimut.h angle 9, where -180" 5 9 5 180", and the wavenumber h = k cos 0, where 30" < 0 5 150". Although t,he cross polarization pat.tern wa5 calculated, it. was too low in amplitude to be int.erpret,ed meaningfully. In Fig. 8 , the principal plane amplitude pa,t,terns represent.ing the two cuts 9 = 0" a.nd 0 = 90" in Fig. 7 are displayed wit.h t,he measured relative far-field patterns of the t,est antenna.. There is strong evidence that the discrepancies bet,ween 6he measured and calculated pat.terns in t.his figure were caused by reflections from unshielded 0bject.s in the vicinity of the near-field range. A limited supply of RF absorber made it. impossible to cover all reflect.ing objects over the full 360" circle illuminated by the test antenna as it rotated on the rotating platform. Fig. 9 displays the calculated fa.r-field azimuth pattern of E O for t.he measurement cam with the ant,enna mounted horizontally. Again the cross polarization pattern has been omitted.
For the sake of brevity, only two measurement, cases have been discussed here. I n t,his research, however, t,he near field of the t.est antenna was measured for four different cases corresponding t.0 three orientations of the test. ant,enna in the measurement, cylinder and to two different near-field probes. The omitked measurements and calculations for the other cases are in full agreement with the result,s presented here.
VI. CONCLUSION It has been shown a.nd experimentally verified that it is possible to calculate the far-field pat,tern of an antenna from measurements on a cylinder with a probe with arbitrary, but knonm characteristics. I n addition, it has been demonstrated that the necessary calculations can be implemented on the digital computer with the FFT algorithm. The equipment necessary 60 experimentally implement, the near-field measurements is a rotating platform on which the test antmema is mounted, a linear motion mechanism to move t.he probe in a vertical line up the measurement cylinder, and the necessary signal detection and recording system. It may seem that probe compensation is not a significant consideration when the nea.r-field measurement surface is a cylinder. As far as the a.zimuth pattern of the test antenna at a fixed elevation angle is concerned, this is true if one is not interested in precision measurements since the probe is always pointed toward the center of the measurement cylinder. However, probe correction is an important considerat.ion in calculating the elevation pattern of the test a.ntenna. This follows since the elevation pat,tern is predominantly det.ermined by the axial variat.ion of the near-field data on t,he cylinder. In any case, there is essentially no difference in the numerical work necessary to calculate the far-field patterns with or without probe compensation [SI. Once the probe coeEcients have been determined, the only difference between the two cases is the Hankel functions which enter t.he solution. Without probe compensation, both these functions and their first derivatives must be evaluated, while derivatives of the Hankel functions do not enter the probe compensated solution.
Compared t o t.he pla.ne wave approach for which the far-field patt,ern can be calculated for only one hemisphere of space without repeating the procedure, the method which has been described here is advantageous when applied t o ant.ennas for which it is desired to calculate the complete 360" far-field azimuth pattern. It is limited t o fa.r-field elevation angles which do not include 0" and 180" since the Eankel functions in the cylindrical wave expansions are not defined for these angles. In cases where t,he ant,enna radiates a broad, but symmetrical elevation pattern, it. has been experimentally demonstrat.ed that. the broadside azimuth pattern can be calculated from near-field measurements on a circle around the ant.enna. This can be particularly advantageous in t,he ca5e of large micro-wave antennas which might require the accumulation of a prohibitively large amount of data t o compute a two-dimensiona.1 far-field pathern.
APPENDIX A VECTOR TRANSLATION THEOREMS FOR CYLINDRICAL VECTOR WAVE FUNCTIONS
Let the coordinat.es ( r o ,~, z o ) be the location of t,he origin of t.he coordinate system (r',4',z') in the coordinate system (r,d,x) as shown in Fig. 10 . It is desired to express the cylindrical vector wave functions Mnh4(7') and N n h 4 ( T ' ) a s functions of the coordinates (r,$,x).
In the system (T'&,Z') the generating funct.ion &h4 for these vectors is given by $'nh4(7') = H n " ) (AT') exp (jw') exp ( -j h~' ) . (Al)
This can be expressed as a function of (T,+,z) by using Gra.f's addibion theorem for the Hankel function, which states The integrand of the preceding integra.1 can be simplified as foIIows : Nnhi X Mm7J. r = -Nnhi. (? X M,,,j) . A Hollis of Scientific Atlanta Inc., the experimental phase of this work would have been impossible. The aut.hors are grat,eful for their assist,ance.
